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Fractional Currency Collections,
Collectors and Auctions

By Martin Gengerke

Updated by Benny Bolin

T HE ROUND TABLE DISCUSSION OF FRACTIONAL
Currency sponsored by the Fractional Currency Collectors Board
in Memphis in June 1986 brought to the forefront a problem faced
by many new collectors in all series -- the lack of an historical per-

spective from which to gauge rarity, desirability and demand. While many ref-
erence works can be found listing varieties and prices, nothing has been written
regarding past collections or collectors. In the field of Fractional Currency
several factors have served to exacerbate the situation and relegate this field to
the esoteric domain usually reserved for rarer non-circulating, non-federal sub-
jects.

Prior to the 1890s Fractional still circulated to some
extent and only a few collectors paid much attention to the
field. There were no reference works of any value to
check, and consequently auction catalogers of the period
rarely knew what information was important enough to list.
With poor and often inaccurate descriptions, few auctions
prior to 1890 are more than idle curiosities to the
Fractional Currency collector. An exception might be
some of the Harlan P. Smith sales and price lists, which
contain the first public appearances of both the 50c "Perf.
14" note (Fr. 1310a) and the "0-63" 10c (Fr. 1248) — two
varieties considered by knowledgeable specialists to be of
dubious origin.

The first important Fractional offering with generally
sufficient descriptions was Edouard Frossard's 1893 Fixed
Price List of Spencer M. Clark's collection of Essays and
Experimental Pieces. The Clark list remains to this day
one of the finest sales of experimentals, with many pieces
never re-offered since. This list is rare and very hard to
find today.

The Chapman brothers of Philadelphia were the first
to consistently catalog Fractional Currency in a profession-
al manner that let the bidder know what he might expect. It is well that they
did, for in 1903 and 1904 they held two Fractional sales (Friedman and Wilcox)
that have never been surpassed, and might very well never be equaled again.
Luckily, neither catalog is particularly difficult to locate. Other Chapman sales
of Fractional included the Earle, Pick and Steigerwalt collections.

On June 3, 1903, the Chapman's sold the collection of Monroe J.
Friedman. A remarkably complete collection, with errors and experimentals, it
is even more famous for its offering of uncut sheets, including all the unique
3rd and 4th issue sheets. The February 15, 1904, Chapman sale of the Charles
Wilcox Fractional collection still holds first place for its amazing variety of
experimental pieces. These two sales should be remembered, as they were the
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genesis of what has become the finest Fractional collection ever assembled.
The next half century had few important sales of Fractional, and none of

any great depth. The few noteworthy sales were important only because of a
few rare or important items, with none being anywhere near complete, even in
the regular issue set. Albert A. Grinnell, owner of the finest Large Size curren-
cy collection ever formed, had a rather mediocre Fractional collection, sold by
B. Max Mehl in 1943. Stack's sold Dr. Limpert's important collection in 1955,
although the collection had been decimated by private sales prior to auction,
and lacked many of the fascinating pieces illustrated in his book.

While notable for the lack of availability of material, this period did pro-
duce several standard reference works on the subject. In 1924 F.C.C. Boyd
published Dr. Daniel Webster Valentine's pioneering work Fractional Currency
of the United States; 1935 saw Walter Schultz's Checking List of Fractional
Currency; the 1940s produced Dr. Alvin Limpert's two books, United States
Postage Currency, August 1862-May 1863, and Fractional Currency, October 1863-
February 1876 (1946) and Classified List of U.S. Postage and Fractional Currency
(1947).

Until Milton Friedberg's The Encyclopedia of United States Fractional and
Postal Currency (1978) decades later, these three references were the only ones
available to anyone wishing to go beyond the standard regular issue and speci-
men areas. The Robert Friedberg book, Paper Money of the United States (1953
and later), and Matt Rothert's book, A Guidebook of United States Fractional

Currency (1963), both listed only the standard regular issues
and specimens, although Rothert did illustrate many of
Crofoot's fascinating essays and rarities.

The most important sale in 50 years was held by Abe
Kosoff in his 1958 ANA sale. Kosoff's disgraceful presentation
of Maurice M. Burgett's collection in a cramped, no-photo
manner led to unreasonably low prices, even for the period.
Kosoff partially redeemed himself by publishing a profusely
illustrated special edition of the Fractional Currency section
after the sale — a must for any Fractional collector. The col-
lection, virtually intact, went to Kosoff himself, acting as agent
for the Newport Balboa Savings and Loan collection. Years
later Kosoff bought back the collection, selling off bits and
pieces slowly until selling the remainder in Bowers & Ruddy's
"Winthrop" sale, 9/12/75. Appropriately, the prices in the
Winthrop sale were also rather low for the time.

Bowers & Ruddy/Merena have auctioned more impor-
tant Fractional in recent years than any other firm, starting
with the sale of Matt Rothert's collection, 11/16/73. "Hyped"
at the time as the finest and most complete collection of
Fractional ever formed, it was far from being either. To this
clay it ranks as one of the most over graded and erratically
graded sales, lacked a half dozen important regular issue notes

Ed Frossard
	 and many specimens, and had relatively few essays or experimental pieces.

Ignoring Dave's advertising superlatives, it still, however, ranks as one of the
more important Fractional sales. Perhaps the over grading of the Rothert
material contributed to the low prices of the Winthrop sale — ironically one of
the more consistently and fairly graded sales of recent years. The third impor-
tant Fractional sale by Bowers was the Robert A. Russell collection 6/20/77.
Numerous other Bowers sales have had individual important rarities.

One firm running Bowers a close second is NASCA, with a steady stream
of important Fractional highlighted by the 1981 sale of the Rocky Rockholt
collection (with the Fraser sale below, one of the two most important offerings
of essays and experimental pieces since 1904). As with the Bowers' firms, many
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other NASCA sales have had rare and important individual items.
Other important Fractional sales of recent years include the Lester

Merkin sale of the Isidore Herman collection in 1974, the Robert A. Siegel sale
of the Josiah K. Lilly collection in 1967 (very important mater-
ial), the Superior sale of the John R. Fraser collection in 1982
(one of the two finest offerings of essays and experimental
pieces since 1904), and the 1960 ANA sale by Whiteneck &
Conn (consignor unknown).

The Herman sale, with relatively few rarities, hit a mar-
ket starved for material. With Lester's reputation and conserv-
ative grading, it was standing room only, with bids occasionally
being relayed in from the hall. In the ensuing bidding frenzy
many items set price records that weren't broken for years.
Merkin also had a memorable fixed price sale of Fractional in
1963 (note—most of the notes on this price list were purchased
by Milton Friedberg).

Being auctioned by a philatelic firm, many bidders
showed up at the Lilly sale hoping to be the only ones there.
Prices were stronger than ever as all the specialists competed.
At the Fraser sale, one dealer's obstinate insistence on buying
everything himself, rather than sharing with the collectors
there, led to obscenely high prices. The dealer, still holding
many of his purchases years later, eventually "dumped" for an
average of 50c on the dollar, and the market for experimentals
stabilized considerably.

Overall, if one were looking for "role models," the
Burgett, Lilly, and Rockholt sales would have to be considered
the most classic, well-rounded collections to be sold publicly in many decades.
All had rarities in the regular issues, some high grade, some errors and some
essays and experimentals – something to draw all types of collectors.

Auctions are certainly important, but they only tell part of the story.
What of the collectors themselves? The names of many important collectors
can be found listed above, but many other collections were either sold privately
(some posthumously), donated to museums, or are still active.

Reference was made above to factors making Fractional
less well known than it should be. One of those factors has to
be the legendary F.C.C. Boyd, who over a half century of col-
lecting in many diverse areas assembled the finest collections of
several fields, including Fractional. The Friedman and Wilcox
collections both were sold almost in their entirety to Judson
Brenner (past President of the ANA), with the Brenner collec-
tion then forming the basis of the Boyd collection. Over the
next 50 years, Boyd privately gobbled up almost every
Fractional collection of any importance, leaving very few to
come on the market.

Often buying entire collections to get just a few pieces,
Boyd acquired the Brenner, Drowne, Valentine, Brand, Earle,
Granberg, Blake, and Proskey collections, to name just a few.
It is not known if Boyd got all of the Spencer M. Clark collec-
tion – it now has all the notes specified in the 1893 Frossard list
except the third issue 50c experimentals. Boyd was a bit care-
less, paying little attention to condition when disposing of
duplicates, and occasionally selling unique items. However, the
collection remained substantially intact, and by far the finest
ever formed, until the recent John J. Ford Jr. sales.

Few major collections escaped Boyd's grasp – other than
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"ME CELEBRATED 	 those mentioned above, the Joers and Crofoot collections
are notable. F.T. Joers of Ohio formed a sizable collection

Dr. Frank A. Limpert 	 which was disposed of privately in the late 1970s, many
years after his death. Herman K. Crofoot, of Moravia, NY,

Collection of
is more well known, primarily due to the illustrations in

U. S. PAPER MONEY 	 Matt Rothert's book of items located in the Smithsonian
Institution. Crofoot's widow donated his collection,

.1LA RACTIONAL CURRENCY  including Spinner's original paste-up essays for the first
issue, to the Smithsonian early in the 1960s — a collection
which ranks in the top five existing collections today.

• The famous dealer Wayte Raymond also accumulated
a massive amount of Fractional (more of a dealer stock than

Public Auction Sale 	 a collection), consisting of many rarities and sheets. Mrs.
Raymond later disposed of the hoard over many years,

SATURDAY. SEPTEMBER 24. 1 .955  much of it through Lester Merkin. B.F. Collins (formerly
of the Treasury Department) and Jack 0. King jointly had
a fine collection of Fractional; that held by King eventually

• was purchased by Milt Friedberg — once again through
Lester Merkin.

This brings us to a final question — where do various
collections rank today (1986)? The first four places are
easy to define; after that it becomes somewhat cloudy, as

important pieces from several
major sales have gone to anony-
mous buyers in recent years.

First place is, of course, the
Boyd-Ford collection documented
above. The collection has essen-
tially stagnated since Boyd's death

REGULAR ISSUES in 1958. Being interested in so
UNIFACE SPECIMENS OF ADOPTED TYPES many fields, Ford has added little

UNIPACE WIDE MARGIN PROOFS 	 to the collection since acquiring it;
also, as advanced as the collection
is, little needed material has come
on the market recently. Ford,
unlike Boyd, has sold only dupli-
cates, and then only the lower
grades. Second place overall goes
to Milton Friedberg, a Fractional
collector since the early 1960s and
author of what is now the standard
reference work on the subject.
Third place goes to Martin
Gengerke. While squeaking into

LESTER MERKIN 	 first place in the regular issue area
515 MADISON AVENUE 	 NEW YORK 22, N.Y. 	 with the only complete set ever

PLC 3-1130 	 formed, (Ford and Friedberg each
need one major note for comple-

LIST #4 	 PRICE $2.00 	 1463 	 tion), the Gengerke collection
ranks a distant third to Boyd/Ford
and Friedberg in errors, speci-
mens, experimentals and essays.

Fourth place belongs to the Crofoot-Smithsonian collection. While lack-
ing fewer than a half dozen regular-issue notes, and being particularly strong in
essays and experimental pieces, the collection is marred by Crofoot's unfortu-
nate practice of pasting his notes on acidic loose-leaf pages. Many important

FRACTIONAL
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items, including the Spinner essays, are badly damaged and still deteriorating,
as not even the most fundamental de-acidification has been done.

The ranking is difficult below fourth place, with collections in Florida,
Texas, Michigan, and New York in the running (possibly in that order), as well
as one or two anonymous collections. Others, including one or two well publi-
cized ones, probably don't make the top ten. Few museums other than the
Smithsonian have anything that could be called a "collection" in the Fractional
area.

Beyond the above ranking, there are numerous active collections which
contain rare and important individual items, very high overall grade, or inter-
esting specialty collections within the larger Fractional Currency umbrella.
While not in the top five today, they would nevertheless be long remembered
should they go on the auction block. Possibly by perusing the important past
sales listed above, new collectors can focus their interests a little better or avoid
the all too frequent trap of paying too much for what most other collectors
consider to be of little importance. Perhaps too some new collector may be
inspired by past efforts to challenge the lead held by the Boyd collection.

Update by Benny Bolin
Since Martin wrote the above article and published it in the FCCB

Newsletter 20 years ago in 1986, there have been a number of major changes in
the Fractional Currency hobby. First, was the maturation of
the Fractional Currency Collectors Board (FCCB). The
FCCB was formed in 1983 at Memphis and has become quite
an active collectors' organization for Fractional enthusiasts,
currently numbering more than 200 members. Starting with
just 20 members, the club has been relatively stable over the
years. Most of the major collectors and dealers of Fractional
Currency have been/are members of the club. Leadership in
the club has also been stable with just three presidents, Hales,
O'Mara and Bolin.

Second is the desired and unfortunately real need for
anonymity. This has had a major impact on pedigrees and sim-
ply knowing and ranking collections and collectors. When
Martin wrote the article, most of the major rarities in the field
were known to be in certain collector's hands, and these were
listed in Milt Friedberg's book. Now, that information is
closely held and is not shared in an open forum. The primary
unfortunate side effect of this is the very real potential loss of
pedigrees of notes in the future.

The third major change is the ill health of Milton
Friedberg. Besides being a big loss to the collecting communi-
ty, Milt's health problems also results in the loss of keeping his
Encyclopedia updated. Milt was very diligent about assigning

Matt Rothert new and correct Milton numbers when new notes were found and sending
updates to the community, via the FCCB Newsletter. No one has stepped up to
take this responsibility on and the result has been some new notes still not
being cataloged.

Another major change in the hobby has been the near complete change of
collectors. Most of the major collectors who were active in 1986 have since
sold their collections (see below for more on those sales). In fact, looking at
the charter and first 100 members of the FCCB, there are only a very few still
actively collecting today. Again, due to the need for anonymity, it is difficult to
name them, although a number of long time dealers are still active, including
Tom Denly, Len Glazer, and Art and Judy Kagin to name a few. Fortunately,
most of those collectors who sold their collections have remained active in the
hobby today, either as dealers, collectors of a substratum of fractional or other
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areas of paper money or just from a camaraderie standpoint. Of the major col-
lections Martin mentioned in his article, only the Crofoot/Smithsonian is still
intact, but its condition of increasing deterioration is not known by this author.

However, the biggest change in the FC hobby has been the unprecedent-
ed growth and popularity of Fractional Currency itself. Often as filler notes in
auctions and dealer stocks, Fractional is now riding a wave of popularity and
acceptance not seen before. Single notes have topped the $100,000 mark and
recent sales have seen record prices. New, major collectors have been added to
the hobby, O'Mara, Goldman, Laub, Paradis and others, although O'Mara and
Goldman who formed complete sets of regular issue notes have since sold their
collections. New dealers have come forward such as Alex Perakis, Robert
Kravitz, James Polis and David Berg. Also, for
the first time since Milt published his encyclope-
dia in 1978, a new reference book solely about
Fractional has been published. The year 2004
saw the publication of Robert Kravitz's A
Collector's Guide to Postage and Fractional Currency.
The hobby is at a level today that was not even
dreamed of two decades ago.

Detailing of auctions is much easier. In the
late 1980s there were only a few major auctions
of Fractional Currency. In March 1990,
Sotheby's auctioned the Dr. Ronald Kessler col-
lection of fractional (237 notes—almost a com-
plete set of regular issue and proofs/specimens
and many associated items) as one lot in its New
York sale. Stack's was the lead auction company
with Martin Gengerke as the cataloger. In May
1992 Stack's sold the Allen May collection, which
had a number of rare and unique proofs and
experimentals as well as being only the second
auction in history to have Fr. 1351, 1353 and
1354 notes all in the same sale. In March, 1993, Stack's sold the Herman
Halpern collection of Fractional, another large and important collection. In
September 1993, they auctioned the Harold Korin collection, and the David
Proskey collection with duplicate notes from the H. K. Crofoot collection
(more from both collections were sold in March 2000).

However in November 1991, the FC hobby changed forever. Long time
Fractional Currency dealer Len Glazer partnered with Allen Mincho and
formed Currency Auctions of America. Since that first sale at the PCDA show
in St. Louis, the firm has conducted more than 40
additional sales, auctioning most of the important col-
lections of Fractional Currency. It started with the
Wayne Leichty sale at FUN '94. This was followed
by the Martin Gengerke sale at FUN '95, the first
complete set of fractional ever sold at auction includ-
ing the then unique Fr. 1352. CAA followed this
monumental sale with the Martin Delger sale in
October '95 and the Phil DeRosa sale in May '96.

In January of 1997, CAA sold the famed Milton
R. Friedberg collection. A massive collection, the sale
comprised more than 1400 lots, with all but one being
Milt's. Milt only lacked the Fr. 1352 to have a com-
plete collection and had all the specimens and proofs,
90 inverts, more than 150 experimentals/essays and
numerous other associated notes/items. CAA then

Doug Hales, Tom O'Mara and Milt
Friedberg (L-R)

Early FCCB membership dinner/meet-
ing at 1986 Memphis International
Paper Money Show
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Wally Lee and Len Glazer

Wayne Leichty and Mike Marchioni

auctioned the Frank Harris sale in May '97, the Dr. Wally Lee sale at FUN '99
and the Mike Marchioni sale at FUN '00, a collection highlighted by many
quality notes.

Stack's importantly reappeared on the FC scene in May 2003 with the
first of its many sessions offering the famed John J. Ford Jr. sale, which of
course includes the unparalleled F.C.C. Boyd collection of Fractional.

Two very important private sales occurred in this time period as well.
The Michael Goldman collection was sold by Tom Denly. It was notable in
that he had a complete set of regular issue notes as well. The Fr. 1352 and
1373a were purchased by Tom O'Mara which then completed his set of regular
issue notes. The second private sale of note happened when Tom O'Mara
bought the Douglas K. Hales collection (one of the top two collections in exis-
tence at the time) in its entirety. With the purchase of the aforementioned
notes and then the Hales collection and the impending sale of the Ford-Boyd
collection, the O'Mara collection became the number one collection in the
hobby.

This author has little knowledge of the Smithsonian collection, but based
on observations by Hales and O'Mara, the collection is nice, but has many reg-
ular issue notes missing so it would not be considered in the upper echelon of
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the hobby. What does make the collection unique are the large number of
treasury department proof sheets which are considered uncollectible. During
this same time, many new and avid collectors joined the hobby ranks, account-
ing for the high prices of notes. Also, during this time, CAA merged with
Heritage Coins of Dallas. Finally, as with all the major collections, at the May
2005 Central States Show, CAA sold the O'Mara collection—beginning the
demise of the second generation collectors?

All in all, the Fractional Currency hobby has enjoyed a niche market that
has served its collectors well. It remains a small sub-stratum of the Paper
Money hobby and is enjoyed by all.

Author Gene Hessler releases another major text
FORMER PAPER MONEY EDITOR GENE HESSLER

could rest on his laurels and still go down in numismatic
history as one of principal scholars in the American and
worldwide fields of all time. That he doesn't, and has
researched, written and released yet
another monumental tome, The
International Engraver's Line, is won-
derful news to collectors around the
globe.

Hessler's new book results from
a lifelong study of security engraving
that also witnessed the 1993 release
of his The Engraver's Line. The earli-
er opus largely detailed the works of
U.S. security engravers. The new
volume expands in a similar format
global security engraving.

Hardbound within its nearly 400
pages are the life and works of some
thousand or so paper money, bonds,
postage stamps and stock certificate
engravers from around the world. Hessler's lucid style pro-
vides biographical details and wonderful compendia of
engravers', designers' and printers' works.

The text offers outstanding illustrations, most in color,
and many in large detail so the intricacies of the precise art-
work can be appreciated by the observer.

Hessler's research derives from many personal contacts
and exchanges of letters with various of the security
engravers, providing insights and specifics not available else-
where.

For example, we learn contemporary German engraver
Kurt Leitgeb became married in the same year he engraved
his first postage stamp. Or, that contemporary Czech artist
Alois Mudrunka retired as a high school art teacher at age 48
to devote full time to his art work. Or, that contemporary
Thai engraver Weerachai Suwansiri was an apprentice of
Leitgeb's at the Austrian National Bank.

Lists categorize the output of the various engravers and
artists. Hessler lists bank note engravings cross-referenced
to Pick catalog numbers. He also lists postage stamps by
stamp catalog references, and other security engraving work.

Hessler's close association to his subjects, yields a vari-
ety of treasures. Many of the entries are very comprehen-
sive. For example, English engraver Joseph Lawrence Keen,
who died in 2004 and is perhaps most famous as the "Dean

of English Portrait Engravers," has an entry which covers
nearly 10 pages. Cited are a hundred bank note engravings,
which Keen produced for countries as diverse as Argentina,
Botswana, Tunisia and Northern Ireland.

Interesting sidebars cover such topics as
the proliferation of newly engraved portraits for
Queen Elizabeth II during her long reign, and
designers of essais for Euro bank notes.
Working photographs of many of the engravers
are also included.

The book itself is sumptuously printed,
befitting its subject matter. From its full color
cover to its superb interior illustrations to its
masterful research, Hessler's book evidences a
prodigy at the fullness of his syngraphic powers.

This writer unequivocally recommends
that any collector purchase the book, since it
sheds light on all areas of paper money collect-
ing. It is both a visual delight to peruse and an
intellectual joy to ponder. The book even
includes a classy attached ribbon place marker.

My personal favorites are chronicles of the principal
global security printing firms, and biographies of the artists
who created various notes in my collection. Hessler pursues
not just the broad strokes but the details too, and this work is
very detailed. Although not known as a worldwide paper
money collector primarily, I do have several specialized
international note collections and Hessler's is the first book
to provide me with details on my foreign notes.

I learned, for example, that the vibrant hospital scene on
the Florence Nightingale back of the British 10-pound
(P379) was engraved by David Wicks. I also learned that the
azure Fisherman on the back of the French 20 francs (P100)
was the work of Camille Beltrand. Also, that J.A.C. Harrison
engraved the splendid George VI effigy on the Malaya dollar
(P11). And that George Gunderson implanted the "devil" in
Elizabeth II's hair on Series 1954 Canadian notes.

Hessler's bibliography is extensive; his index is compre-
hensive, and his page headers are very helpful in locating
desired information.

The International Engravers Line, 392 pages, 700 illustra-
tions most in color, and autographed if you desire, is priced
at $74 including postage. A premium edition with signed
notes is available for $140. Address your inquiries to Gene
Hessler, PO Box 31144, Cincinnati., OH 45231 or engraver-
sline@aol.com You'll be glad you did! -- Fred Reed
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